Gait analysis with multiple depth cameras.
The gait movement seems simple at first glance, but in reality it is a very complex neural and biomechanical process. In particular, if a person is affected by a disease or an injury, the gait may be modified. To help detecting such change, we propose a new method based on multiple depth cameras. The aim of this paper is to show the possibility to reconstruct the body 3D volume in real time during gait in order to detect a pathological problem related to this movement and eventually improve diagnosis. Preliminary results showed that the system is sensitive to gait change produced by a heel prosthesis (heel cup) inserted in one shoe of subjects walking on a treadmill. The system detected a difference between maximal forward and backward positions of lower limbs for this pathological walk, a difference that was negligible for normal walk. These promising results were obtained with only 3 low cost depth cameras; we therefore believe that such methodology opens a new and affordable way for 3D volumetric gait analysis.